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        るΒよゲわャや りケやコヱ   ヶシやケギャや ュゅバャや≪≡≒∫  /≪≡≒∬ 

 ヶシやケギャや メゅイヨャや                                                   るΒヨΒヤバわャや ¬やゲヰイャや るボトレヨャ るョゅバャや りケやキΙや : るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや
     るΑゴΒヤイルΙや るピヤャ ヶレヘャや ヮΒィヲわャや            ブダャや ノよゅジャや 

ヶらΑゲイゎ ラゅエわョや        メや リョコ:ラゅわハゅシ 
     メヱΕや ヶシやケギャや モダヘャや ラゅエわョや           や ヶプ るヤゃシΕ(6) れゅエヘタ 

 
 

================================================================ 
Total Mark 60 Marks  

I.  Reading (30 marks) 

A. Vocabulary (14 marks) 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (4x2=8 Ms) 

1. I am glad to hear that your grandma is well again after the ………………… 

a. operation b. wheelchair c. counter d. attic 

2. It's really safe and interesting to …………………with a professional trainer. 

a. stick b. require c. snorkel d. grease 

3. …………………I think people would be better if they respect each other. 

a. Officially b. Personally c. Initially d. Lively 

4. Nine o’clock is my …………………time to go to bed; I always sleep early. 

a. iconic b. regular c. spacious d. survival 

 

b. Fill in the missing words in the following sentences: (4x1½=6 Ms)                     

                     (probably – magnificently – appliances – theater – seeds) 

 
5. The electrical …………………made the housework easier. 

 
6. The new house was …………………decorated with beautiful drawings. 

 
7. My friend is absent today, he is  …………………sick. 

 
8. To grow plants, you should first sprinkle the ………………and then cover them with soil. 

 

 れやキゲヘヨャや –  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΗや– ギハやヲボャや – ゲΒらバわャや ヶよゅわムャや-  るゃイヰわャや  



 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや         ) るΒルゅんャや るエヘダャや

 

B. Reading Comprehension (16 marks) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below : 

Once a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down on him. This 

awakened the lion, who placed his huge paw on the mouse, and opened his big jaws to 

swallow him. Other mice nearby ran away. 

"Sorry, King!" cried the little mouse. "Forgive me this time. I shall never repeat it 

and I shall never forget your kindness. And who knows, I may be able to do you a good 

turn one day." 

The lion liked the idea of the mouse being able to help him. So he lifted his paw and 

let him go. Later, a few hunters captured the lion, and tied him to a tree. After that, they 

went in search of a wagon to take him to the zoo. Just then, the little mouse happened to 

pass by. On seeing the lion’s situation, he ran up to him and gnawed away the ropes that 

bound the king of the jungle. 

"Was I not right?" said the little mouse. He was very happy to help the lion. We 

have to learn that “Small acts of kindness are greatly rewarded.” 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (6x2=12 Ms) 

9. What is the suitable title or this passage? 

a. Kindness is rewarding b. Hunting Lions 

c. Zoo Animals d. The Dangerous Lion 

10. The underlined word (that) in the 3rd paragraph refers to : 

a. hunters b. ropes 

c. the lion d. a tree 

11. What is the nearest meaning of the underlined word (gnawed) in the 3rd paragraph? 

a. passed b. tied 

c. rewarded d. cut 

12. The purpose of the writer in this passage is to convey that: 

a. the weak can sometimes help the strong.  b. hunters are bad people 

c. the mouse is very useful.  d. the lion is the king of the jungle 

 

 



 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  ゅんャや るエヘダャや るんャ

 

13- Where did the story take palce? 

       a. In the jungle b. In the zoo 

    c. By a tree. d. In a wagon 

14-All the following statements are Not True except? 

   a-The mouse didn't help the lion.                     b. The hunters killed the lion 

c. The lion ate the mouse.                                 d. The hunters didn't take the lion to the zoo 

b. Answer the following questions: (2x2=4 Ms) 

15-What made the lion angry with the mouse? 

………………………………………………………………………….……….……… 

16- Why did the lion put his paw on the mouse? 

………………………………………………………………………….……….……… 

               
II.  Writing 30 marks) 

Grammar (11 marks) 

a. Choose the correct answer: (4X2=8 Ms) 

17. One of my friends (loves – loving – love) singing. He has a wonderful voice and 

he can (sings – singing – sing) well. Now, he (practiced – is practicing – practice) on 

singing a nice song for the school ceremony. It’s a lovely hobby ( was it? – isn’t it? – it 

isn’t?) 

 

b. Do as shown between brackets: (2X1½=3 Ms) 

18. My father always goes running in the morning.           (Make Negative) 

………………………………………………………………………….……….……… 

19. I didn’t sleep well last night.       I woke up tired this morning.. (Join using Because) 

………………………………………………………………………….……….……… 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるバよやケ 
 

c. Writing  ( 15 marks) 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs ( not less than 10 sentences ) about  

“Your Favourite Water Activity”  Discussing why you like it and what you need to 
practice it. 

The following guide words may help you: 

numerous - activities –like – favourite – happily – look forward to – win - join 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

( The plan 1M ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるジョゅカ 

 

Write your topic here 
 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

Rubrics Mark Total 

Planning ( mind mapping /graphic organizers) 1  

 

 

 

 

Exposition of ideas and coherence  8 

Paragraphing and number of sentences  2 

Grammar  1 

Spelling  1 

Handwriting  1 

Punctuation 1 



 
 

ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるシキゅシ 
 
C-Spelling 

Re-write the underlined words correctly (4X1=4 Ms) 

 
21. We need a sotve for cooking when we go camping. 

………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

22.  I need to drink a lot of water because I'm so thisrty . 

………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

23.  I go to the mosque to pray and reciet the holy Quran. 

………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

24.  We should sluppy   poor people with food and money. 

………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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 ヶシやケギャや メゅイヨャや                                                   るΒヨΒヤバわャや ¬やゲヰイャや るボトレヨャ るョゅバャや りケやキΙや : るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや
     るΑゴΒヤイルΙや るピヤャ ヶレヘャや ヮΒィヲわャや            ブダャや ノよゅジャや 

ヶらΑゲイゎ ラゅエわョや        メや リョコ:ラゅわハゅシ 
     メヱΕや ヶシやケギャや モダヘャや ラゅエわョや           や ヶプ るヤゃシΕ(6) れゅエヘタ 

 
 

================================================================ 
Total Mark 60 Marks  

I.  Reading (30 marks) 

A. Vocabulary (14 marks) 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (4x2=8 Ms) 

1. I am glad to hear that your grandma is well again after the ………………… 

a. operation b. wheelchair c. counter d. attic 

2. It's really safe and interesting to …………………with a professional trainer. 

a. stick b. require c. snorkel d. grease 

3. …………………I think people would be better if they respect each other. 

a. Officially b. Personally c. Initially d. Lively 

4. Nine o’clock is my …………………time to go to bed; I always sleep early. 

a. iconic b. regular c. spacious d. survival 

 

b. Fill in the missing words in the following sentences: (4x1½=6 Ms)                     

                     (probably – magnificently – appliances – theater – seeds) 

 
5. The electrical …… appliances ……made the housework easier. 

 
6. The new house was … magnificently ……decorated with beautiful drawings. 

 
7. My friend is absent today, he is  … probably … sick. 

 
8. To grow plants, you should first sprinkle the …… seeds …and then cover them with soil. 

 

 れやキゲヘヨャや –  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΗや– ギハやヲボャや – ゲΒらバわャや ヶよゅわムャや-  るゃイヰわャや  

 ヮよゅィや ァクヲヨル



 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや         ) るΒルゅんャや るエヘダャや

 

B. Reading Comprehension (16 marks) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below : 

Once a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down on him. This 

awakened the lion, who placed his huge paw on the mouse, and opened his big jaws to 

swallow him. Other mice nearby ran away. 

"Sorry, King!" cried the little mouse. "Forgive me this time. I shall never repeat it 

and I shall never forget your kindness. And who knows, I may be able to do you a good 

turn one day." 

The lion liked the idea of the mouse being able to help him. So he lifted his paw and 

let him go. Later, a few hunters captured the lion, and tied him to a tree. After that, they 

went in search of a wagon to take him to the zoo. Just then, the little mouse happened to 

pass by. On seeing the lion’s situation, he ran up to him and gnawed away the ropes that 

bound the king of the jungle. 

"Was I not right?" said the little mouse. He was very happy to help the lion. We 

have to learn that “Small acts of kindness are greatly rewarded.” 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (6x2=12 Ms) 

9. What is the suitable title or this passage? 

a. Kindness is rewarding b. Hunting Lions 

c. Zoo Animals d. The Dangerous Lion 

10. The underlined word (that) in the 3rd paragraph refers to : 

a. hunters b. ropes 

c. the lion d. a tree 

11. What is the nearest meaning of the underlined word (gnawed) in the 3rd paragraph? 

a. passed b. tied 

c. rewarded d. cut 

12. The purpose of the writer in this passage is to convey that: 

a. the weak can sometimes help the strong. b. hunters are bad people 

c. the mouse is very useful.  d. the lion is the king of the jungle 

 

 



 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  ゅんャや るエヘダャや るんャ

 

13- Where did the story take palce? 

       a. In the jungle b. In the zoo 

    c. By a tree. d. In a wagon 

14-All the following statements are Not True except? 

   a-The mouse didn't help the lion.                     b. The hunters killed the lion 

c. The lion ate the mouse.                             d. The hunters didn't take the lion to the zoo 

b. Answer the following questions: (2x2=4 Ms) 

15-What made the lion angry with the mouse? 

……The little mouse ran up and down on the lion ………. ………                

16- Why did the lion put his paw on the mouse? 

……………… Because he was angry.………………………. ……… 

               
II.  Writing 30 marks) 

Grammar (11 marks) 

a. Choose the correct answer: (4X2=8 Ms) 

17. One of my friends (loves – loving – love) singing. He has a wonderful voice and 

he can (sings – singing – sing) well. Now, he (practiced – is practicing – practice) on 

singing a nice song for the school ceremony. It’s a lovely hobby ( was it – isn’t it – it 

isn’t)? 

 

b. Do as shown between brackets: (2X1½=3 Ms) 

18. My father always goes running in the morning.    (Make Negative) 
 
……My father never goes…………OR..…My father doesn’t go…………....... 
 
19. I didn’t sleep well last night.       I woke up tired this morning.. (Join using Because) 
 
…… I woke up tired this morning because I didn’t sleep well last night …… 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるバよやケ 
 

c. Writing  ( 15 marks) 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs ( not less than 10 sentences ) about  

“Your Favourite Water Activity”  Discussing why you like it and what you need to 
practice it. 

The following guide words may help you: 

numerous - activities –like – favourite – happily – look forward to – win - join 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

( The plan 1M ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるジョゅカ 

 

Write your topic here 
 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

Rubrics Mark Total 

Planning ( mind mapping /graphic organizers) 1  

 

 

 

 

Exposition of ideas and coherence  8 

Paragraphing and number of sentences  2 

Grammar  1 

Spelling  1 

Handwriting  1 

Punctuation 1 

.2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format. 

Off point planning / topics receive zero. 



 
 

ノよゅゎ  /るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル  ≪≡≒∫-≪≡≒∬         (ノよゅジャや ブダャや       )  メや るエヘダャやるシキゅシ 
 
C-Spelling 

Re-write the underlined words correctly (4X1=4 Ms) 

 
21. We need a sotve for cooking when we go camping. 

…………………… stove ………………………………………… 

22.  I need to drink a lot of water because I'm so thisrty . 

………………………………thirsty ………………………………………… 

23.  I go to the mosque to pray and reciet the holy Quran. 

………………………recite………………………………………… 

24.  We should sluppy   poor people with food and money. 

…………………………supply………………………………………… 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 


